We study the construction of generalized Kähler manifolds, described purely in terms of N = (2, 2) semichiral superfields, by a quotient using the semichiral vector multiplet. Despite the presence of a b-field in these models, we show that the quotient of a hyperkähler manifold is hyperkähler, as in the usual hyperkähler quotient. Thus, quotient manifolds with torsion cannot be constructed by this method. Nonetheless, this method does give a new description of hyperkähler manifolds in terms of two-dimensional N = (2, 2) gauged non-linear sigma models involving semichiral superfields and the semichiral vector multiplet. We give two examples: Eguchi-Hanson and Taub-NUT. By T-duality, this gives new gauged linear sigma models describing the T-dual of Eguchi-Hanson and NS5-branes. We also clarify some aspects of T-duality relating these models to N = (4, 4) models for chiral/twisted-chiral fields and comment briefly on more general quotients that can give rise to torsion and give an example.
Introduction
Recent developments in both physics and mathematics are renewing the interest in general d = 2, N = (2, 2) sigma models. From the physics perspective, these models describe string compactifications with NS-NS fluxes and, from the mathematics perspective, they provide a useful tool in exploring aspects of Generalized Complex Geometry. This is an example of the interesting interplay between geometry and supersymmetry, initiated by Zumino in the classic work [1] . It is well known by now that the conditions under which d = 2, N = (1, 1) sigma models (with no Wess-Zumino term) admit an extended supersymmetry, can be solved by requiring the target space to be Kähler, for the case of N = (2, 2), and hyperkähler for N = (4, 4) [2] . The action for the sigma model is then simply given by the Kähler potential K(Φ a ,Φ a ) of the target space, with the complex coordinates Φ a identified with N = (2, 2) chiral superfields satisfyingD + Φ a =D − Φ a = 0. These ideas lead to a variety of applications of supersymmetric methods to Kähler geometry. An example of this is the hyperkähler quotient [3, 4] . This method is based on the gauging of isometries along directions parametrized by chiral superfields and provides a powerful method for constructing potentials describing hyperkähler manifolds.
The introduction of a Wess-Zumino term generalizes these models in an interesting way by introducing torsion (i.e., H-flux), leading to what is known as bihermitean geometry [5] . To describe general bihermitean models in N = (2, 2) superspace, it is necessary to include directions parametrized by twisted-chiral and semichiral superfields. Since the N = (2, 2) vector multiplets introduced in [6, 7] allow the gauging of isometries in general bihermitean manifolds, it has led us in the present paper to consider more general quotients. This can be used to construct explicit generalized potentials, few of which are known. It would be particularly interesting if one could find potentials describing nonkählerian manifolds (see, e.g., [8] for a discussion of related issues), but it would also be useful to have explicit generalized descriptions of usual hyperkähler manifolds.
The main goal of this paper is therefore to study certain quotients in a bihermitean setting. We focus on d = 2 sigma models involving only semichiral superfields, with a U(1) isometry, gauged by the action of the semichiral vector mutiplet. We show that the quotient of a hyperkähler manifold is hyperkähler. Thus, despite what could have been naively expected, the resulting quotient manifold has no torsion. We give two explicit examples in four dimensions: Eguchi-Hanson and Taub-NUT. We also perform a T-duality on the latter, which gives us a new N = (2, 2) gauged linear sigma model describing NS5-branes and we briefly discuss a type of quotient that does lead to an H-flux, by incorporating coordinates other than semichiral.
The paper is organized as follows. The remainder of this Section contains no new results, but simply reviews some basic elements of general N = (2, 2) models. We focus on the geometry of general semichiral sigma models and the semichiral vector multiplet, which gauges isometries of these sigma models. In Section 2 we describe the semichiral quotient and state one of the main results of the paper. In Section 3 we clarify and extend a duality relation of these semichiral models with N = (4, 4) models for chiral and twisted-chiral fields. In Sections 4 and 5 we give the explicit construction of two wellknown gravitational instanton solutions (Eguchi-Hanson and Taub-NUT) and in Section 6 we describe NS5-branes as a T-dual of Taub-NUT and comment on instanton corrections. In Section 7 we present the T-dual of Eguchi-Hanson. We conclude with a summary and discussion of open problems.
General N = (2, 2) sigma models
The models originally studied in [1] are not the most general since they don't have a Wess-Zumino term. This motivated the study of general N = (1, 1) models [5] (see also [9, 10] ), containing both a metric and a b-field, the latter corresponding to a Wess-Zumino term in the action. A general N = (1, 1) sigma model is described by
where the N = (1, 1) superfields Φ µ are target space coordinates, g µν is the target space metric, and b µν = −b νµ is the NS-NS 2-form. In the case b = 0, it reduces to the original case studied by Zumino.
Studying the conditions under which such models admit an extended supersymmetry led to the discovery [5] of a rich geometrical structure: generalized Kähler geometry. It was found that, associated to the N = (2, 2) supersymmetry, there are two complex structures J ± and the metric is hermitean with respect to both. Furthermore, the presence of the b-field induces a connection with torsion (proportional to H = db) and the complex structures are covariantly constant with respect to this connection. This is what is known as bihermitean geometry. The framework of Generalized Complex Geometry, recently developed by Hitchin [11] and Gualtieri [12] , describes this geometry as a generalized Kähler geometry and we will use these terms interchangeably.
Since the class of models studied by Zumino admits an explicit N = (2, 2) formulation, it is natural to wonder if these general models admit such a description and, indeed, they do. This was made possible by the introduction of N = (2, 2) twisted-chiral superfields satisfyingD + χ = D − χ = 0. One considers a scalar function, depending both on chiral and twisted-chiral superfields, i.e., K(Φ,Φ, χ,χ), as a potential for the bihermitean geometry. Due to the twisted nature of the constraints on χ (relative to Φ), upon reduction to N = (1, 1), one finds an action of the type (1) with a non-zero b µν , provided by crossterms like K Φχ . Interestingly, these models fall outside the classification of [2] . Indeed, when the condition KΦ Φ + Kχ χ = 0 is satisfied, the model has N = (4, 4) supersymmetry without being hyperkähler [5] . An example of this is the S 3 × S 1 WZW model [13] . For some time, however, it remained unclear what set of N = (2, 2) fields provides a complete description of bihermitean geometry. In d = 2, N = (2, 2) superspace has four fermionic coordinates θ ± ,θ ± , where the ± index stands for chirality under Lorentz transformations, andθ ± = (θ ± ) * . Thus, the most general, linear, SUSY-invariant, constraints one can impose are [14] D + Φ =D − Φ = 0 Chiral
Left and Right semichiral.
It was believed at the time, and explicitly conjectured in [14] , that this is the set of fields 2 which gives the most general description of an N = (2, 2) sigma model. This was finally proven 3 in [16] . The action is given in terms of a generalized Kähler potential
From the constraints (2) one sees that the generalized potential K is defined up to gener-
, since these vanish upon integration in superspace. Upon reduction to N = (1, 1) fields, the action has the form (1) and one can read off the metric and b-field completely in terms of second derivatives of K.
A comment on notation: N = (2, 2) spinor derivatives are denoted by D ± to distinguish them from the N = (1, 1) derivatives D ± . We usually denote the lowest N = (1, 1) components of chiral and twisted-chiral fields by the same letters as the N = (2, 2) fields, whereas for semichiral fields we write X L,R | = X L,R . When writing the metric and b-field, it should be understood that we are referring to the N = (1, 1) components.
Geometry of semichiral sigma models
Consider a non-linear sigma model of a set of semichiral superfields
These models were first studied in [17] , showing that upon reduction to N = (1, 1), they lead to a general non-linear sigma model of the type of (1). However, semichiral superfields are less constrained than chiral and twisted-chiral fields and contain auxiliary superfields which, when integrated out, induce non-linearities in the N = (1, 1) action. As a consequence, the metric and b-field are non-linear functions of second derivatives of K. These can be written compactly [15, 16] in terms of the complex structures J ± and a closed 2-form Ω as
The complex structures and Ω are completely determined by the generalized potential by
where J s is a 2d s -dimensional matrix of the form diag(i, −i) and
with
where
In four dimensions (i.e., d s = 1) there's an additional structure, leading to the anticommutator of the complex structures to being proportional to the identity, namely
where c is a scalar function given by
As we shall review next, it contains important information about the geometry; when c is a constant and |c| < 2, the manifold is hyperkähler.
Hyperkähler case
As shown in [16] , a generalized Kähler manifold of 4N real dimesions, described in terms of semichiral superfields, is hyperkähler if {J + , J − } = c I with c a constant and |c| < 2 (see also [15] for the particular case c = 0). This is easy to see from the expression for the b-field in (5); since Ω is a closed 2-form, the torsion, H = db = Ω dc, vanishes for constant c. If the manifold is hyperkähler, there must be three complex structures and, indeed, a third complex structure J 3 can be constructed from J ± by
A trivial example of a hyperkähler manifold (and one which will be used in what follows) is flat R 4n with a constant b-field. This is described by the generalized potential
From equations (5) (6) (7) (8) , one finds the (constant) metric, b-field, and complex structures satisfying
For the metric to be positive definite, α 2 > 1 is required, which also ensures |c| < 2. For the special value α 2 = 2, the b-field vanishes.
Semichiral vector multiplet
The semichiral vector multiplet [6, 7] was introduced to gauge isometries along semichiral directions, e.g.,
It is described in terms of three real supervector fields
with gauge transformations
It's convenient to introduce the complex combinations
with gauge transformations
The corresponding chiral and twisted-chiral field strengths are
Thus, the nonvanishing commutation relations are [7] {∇ ± ,
where ∇ ± are gauge-covariant superderivatives. The kinetic terms for the gauge fields are given by
It's also possible to add Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) terms of the form
where we defined t α ≡ − (Im(s + t), Im(s − t), Re(s + t)). These will play an important role in what follows. Upon reduction to N = (1, 1), (19) gives the usual kinetic terms. The only dimensionful scale is [e] = 1 and the low energy limit corresponds to taking e → ∞. Therefore, the kinetic terms are irrelevant in the IR limit and the gauge fields V ′ , V L , V R become non-dynamical and are integrated out. Thus, the gauged linear sigma model will flow in the IR to a non-linear sigma model given by a semichiral quotient, which we now describe.
The Semichiral Quotient
Here we describe what we refer to as the semichiral quotient. We consider a bihermitean
We assume the existence of a U(1) Killing vector
generating the isometry
where λ is the parameter of the transformation and X is any of the coordinates. We now
.., N, which are adapted to the isometry and the Killing vector takes the form
In these adapted coordinates, the generalized potential depends explicitly on the 4N neu-
). Now we proceed to gauge this isometry by promoting the parameter λ to a corresponding semichiral field and introducing a semichiral vector multiplet. Then, the functionK is defined bŷ
is given by solving its equations of motion
and choosing the gauge X α = 0. The new potentialK depends on 4N coordinates (and three FI parameters t α ), and describes the quotient manifoldM of real dimension 4N. Now we state one of our main results. Assume that M is a hyperkähler manifold and therefore
with c a constant, as discussed in Section 1.3. Then, the anticommutator of the complex structures on the quotient manifoldM is given by
(with the same c on the right-hand side). In particular, this implies that the quotient manifold is also hyperkähler. In the current setting, the proof of (27) requires some rather tedious algebra, but is straightforward. Imposing (26) leads to the set of equations
and those which follow from these exchanging (L ↔ R). Using standard relations between second derivatives of Legendre-transformed functions, and identities for matrix inverses, we show that these equations also hold forK, proving the assertion (27) (see Appendix A for more details). A brief comment is in order. In showing that the structure (26) is preserved by the quotient, we have actually not made use of the fact that c is a constant. Thus, one could in principle extended our results to bihermitean geometries satisfying (26) , other than hyperkähler (with c an arbitrary function), if there are any such manifolds. This, however, is not the case due to the following result [18] . Although the set of equations (28, 29) are satisfied identically in four dimensions, they highly restrict the geometry in higher dimensions. So much indeed, that the only manifolds satisfying (26) in d ≥ 8 are those with a constant c, i.e., hyperkähler manifolds.
Geometrical interpretation
It might seem surprising at first that the semichiral quotient coincides with the hyperkähler quotient. However, this is clarified by the following geometrical interpretation [19] . The hyperkähler quotient [3, 4] is based on assuming the existence of three symplectic 2-forms ω p , p = 1, 2, 3, and a triholomorphic Killing vector k, i.e.,
Since dω p = 0, this implies the existence (locally) of the three moment maps, µ p , such that
Setting the moment maps to zero (and dividing by the isometry), leads to the hyperkähler quotient. The relation with the semichiral quotient is based on the observation that if [J + , J − ] is invertible (which requires the presence of only semichiral fields), the closed 2-form
is well defined 4 . This symplectic form can be decomposed [15] into its holomorphic and anti-holomorphic part, with respect to both complex structures J ± , i.e.,
and dΩ = 0 implies
and the complex conjugates. This implies the existence of four moment maps µ ± ,μ ± , subject to the reality condition
which follows from (33). Thus, there are three independent moment maps and the semichiral quotient coincides with the hyperkähler quotient.
It can also be understood [18] in these geometrical terms why only hyperkähler manifolds satisfy (26) . In a generalized Kähler manifold, the 3-form H = db has no (3, 0) or (0, 3) part (see, e.g., [12] ) with respect to both J ± , i.e.,
Assuming (26), one has H = Ω dc. Using (33) and dc = ∂c +∂c, one sees that (3, 0) and (0, 3) parts appear. The requirement that they vanish implies
Thus, c is a constant and H vanishes completely.
Comment on more General Quotients
As we have just seen, quotients involving only semichiral fields will not lead to a non-trivial b-field. However, considering several types of fields typically does. Here we give a simple example. Consider a set of semichiral fields and a single chiral field Φ, gauged by the usual vector multiplet V , i.e.,
Integrating out V (and choosing the gauge Φ = 1) leads to
From (10) we find
Thus c is not a constant and there's a non-trivial b-field. Although we will not analyze this model in full detail here, we can already study some features. From (39), one sees that the limit t → ∞ corresponds to flat space, while t → 0 gives a singular metric. For finite t, the metric becomes singular (c = ±2) for R = t/α and R → ∞.
T-Duality
A duality relation between hyperkähler manifolds, described in terms of semichiral superfields with c = 0, and N = (4, 4) models for chiral/twisted-chiral fields was described in [15] . Actually, understanding this relation was one of the motivations for introducing the new vector multiplets and studying T-duality [20] . In this Section we would like clarify the exact relation of the duality in [15] to T-duality and offer a geometrical interpretation, which also allows us to consider Kähler manifolds with c = 0 and even non-Kählerian manifolds (that may still have N = (4, 4)). As we shall see, this depends on the character of the isometry along which the duality is performed. We first discuss T-duality along a translational isometry, which leads to a hyperkähler manifold. Then, we discuss T-duality along a general isometry.
Translational isometry
The duality described in [15] involves two steps. Given a potentialF (Φ,Φ, χ,χ) satisfying the Laplace equation, one first constructs a potential F (Φ,Φ, χ,χ). Then, one performs a Legendre transformation to semichiral superfields. It is the first step which we reinterpret as a rotation of the N = (1, 1) components by a fixed angle. As we shall see below, considering an arbitrary 5 (constant) rotation by an angle ν leads to a non-zero (constant) c.
Consider a potentialF (φ,φ, χ,χ) and assume that there's a translational isometry, generated by the Killing vector
Thus, in adapted coordinateŝ
Assume now that the potential describes an N = (4, 4) model and, therefore, satisfies the Laplace equationF
The important observation now is that a rotation among the N = (1, 1) fields, (φ, χ), is allowed and preserves the Laplace equation. Then, when integrating up to the N = (2, 2) potential, one must choose what to call a chiral or twisted-chiral field and we choose to take the rotated fields. That is, we consider the transformation
For convenience, we introduce θ = ν + π 4
and define the potential F (Φ,Φ, χ,χ) by
where we have abbreviated cos(θ) = c, sin(θ) = s. The Killing vector is now given by
which implies the transformations for the matter fields
This isometry can be gauged by the Large Vector Multiplet (LVM) [6, 7] , defined similarly to the SVM by
where the real vector fields
Following [20] , we perform a T-duality to semichiral fields by defining
In the gauge Φ = χ = 0, we have
Integrating out the LVM, i.e., solving
for the vector fields V α leads to the semichiral potential. From the definition (10), and using standard implicit differentiation relations (see Appendix B for more details), we find a non-zero c given by
For the particular case θ = π/4, this reduces to the duality described in [15] .
A short observation that will be useful later 6 is that one may alternatively rescale the fields φ, χ in (46) to bring the Killing vector to its usual form. Then, the potential F will satisfy a scaled Laplace equation: If K describes a hyperkähler manifold with a constant c = 2(1 − 2 α 2 ), the dual potential satisfies
General isometry
As we have just discussed, T-dualizing an N = (4, 4) model along a translational isometry using the LVM leads to a hyperkähler manifold, described in terms of semichiral fields. In showing this, the form of the Killing vector was crucial. Indeed, if it acts by translation on Φ and χ by equal amounts, then c = 0, while if it acts by different amounts, it leads to a non-zero (but constant) c. We wish to investigate now what happens for a general isometry of the form
. If K is invariant under the isometry, the gauging along a general Killing vector is given by [20] 
By implicit differentiation (again, see Appendix B for details), we find
Note that although this expression does not depend on the potential explicitly, it does depend on it implicitly; to write the right-hand side in terms of semichiral coordinates, the relation of chiral/twisted-chiral fields to semichiral fields given by the Legendre transform is needed. In the case k Φ = −kΦ = i cos(θ) and k χ = −kχ = i sin(θ), we recover (53). We conclude from (56) that for a general isometry c will not be a constant and the dual geometry will not be hyperkähler, even if the T-duality preserves the supersymmetry (the isometries preserving N = (4, 4) in this context are translational and rescaling [21] ).
As an example, consider the gauging of the isometry along the S 1 in the SU(2) × U(1) WZW model, described in terms of chiral/twisted-chiral superfields [13] , recently studied in [22] . The isometry in this case acts by a rescaling of the fields, i.e.,
T-dualizing along this direction, the dual potential again describes an SU(2)×U(1) WZW model, which is not hyperkähler. Indeed, from (56), one finds
Since the isometry in the SU(2) × U(1) WZW model corresponds to a rescaling, the semi-chiral description of this space allows for N = (4, 4).
Eguchi-Hanson
Here we give the first example of the semichiral quotient. We consider R 8 = R 4 × R 4 , described by two copies of a left and right semichiral field, (X (1)
R ), as discussed in Section 1.3. We assign equal 7 U(1) charges q 1 = q 2 = 1 to both and proceed as described, defininĝ
Based on our results of Section 2, we know the resulting quotient manifold will be hyperkähler, with c = 2(1 − 2 α 2 ). We show below that this is actually the well-known Eguchi-Hanson manifold. Before showing this explicitly, by computation of the quotient potential and metric, we show that this quotient construction actually reduces to the usual hyperkähler quotient construction of Eguchi-Hanson in terms of N = 1 fields. 7 It is worth mentioning that one can invert the charge of one of the pairs, say (X
R ), by dualizing to fieldsX L ,X R that impose the semichiral constraints on the original pair [23] . This duality is not based on an isometry and does not change the geometry. Hence, we expect the quotient involving two pairs of semis, either with charges (+, +) or (+, −), to lead to the same geometry.
Reduction to N = (1, 1): Comparison to the hyperkähler quotient
The procedure to reduce to N = (1, 1) is well known (see, e.g., [16] for a review). One decomposes the N = (2, 2) gauge-covariant (super)derivatives into their real and imaginary part, namely
We perform the reduction of the matter fields X L , X R in the covariant approach (see Appendix C for more details), defininḡ
in terms of which the Lagrangian (59) reads (relabeling the fieldsX L,R → X L,R )
where d 2 θ is the N = (1, 1) measure and the relative minus sign between s and t comes from the ordering in the measure. Next, one imposes the fields to be gauge-covariantly semichiral and defines components with gauge-covariant Q ± 's, i.e.,
The reduction of the semichiral vector multiplet is given by [6, 7] 
the kinetic terms are diagonalized, i.e.,
and the constraints readφ
where we have defined
and 2b ≡ (r +iq) √ α 2 − 1. The free action (65), subject to the constraints (66), is the usual hyperkähler quotient construction for Eguchi-Hanson [3] (see also, e.g., [24, 25] ). This is a specific example of our discussion in Section 2.1 of the semichiral quotient reducing to the hyperkähler quotient. Thus, performing the quotient at the N = (2, 2) level will give the generalized potential for this manifold.
Generalized Potential
We have learned that the semichiral quotient (59) coincides, in N = (1, 1) language, to the hyperkähler construction of Eguchi-Hanson. Therefore, performing the quotient in terms of N = (2, 2) superfields will lead us to the generalized description of this manifold. From (59), the equations of motion for the vector multiplet read
where we have chosen the gauge X (2)
R = 1 (and relabeled the remaining fields). These can be easily solved for V L , V R , V ′ , leading to the quotient potential
and
This quotient construction has been discussed to some extent in [26] , where the authors suggest that this will lead to a non-trivial H-flux. Based on our result of Section 2, we know this is not the case. Instead, it must describe a hyperkähler manifold; in this case, EguchiHanson. By explicit calculation, one can also verify that (69) satisfies the Monge-Ampere equation (10) with c = 2(1 − 2 α 2 ), i.e.,
To show explicitly that one can derive the standard metric for Eguchi-Hanson from this potential, we set the FI parameters to some convenient value for which the potential is simplified. The choice r = q = 0, for instance, leads to the left-right symmetric potential
while the choice r = 0, p = −q leads to
This form of the potential also coincides with that of [27] , constructed by twistor methods. Note how these potentials are more compact than the usual Kähler potential and contain no term with a square root outside the log. Working with the potential (74), we will explicitly construct the Eguchi-Hanson metric, but first we will study the SU(2) symmetry of the problem.
SU (2) symmetry
The action (59) is invariant under the global SU(2) transformations which rotate (X (1) , X (2) ), as well as under U(1) gauge transformations. Recall that we have chosen the U(1) gauge
which is not preserved by the SU(2). Nevertheless, the SU(2) symmetry can be realized non-linearly in the gauged action by introducing a compensating U(1) transformation with parameter Λ C , namely
and similarly for X R . Imposing that the transformation preserves the gauge (75), and relabelling X
(1)
The infinitesimal transformations are generated by the vector field
and the finite transformations are given by the Möbius transformations
with |a| 2 +|b| 2 = 1. Given the SU(2) invariance of the potential (and therefore the metric), it will be convenient to find coordinates in which this symmetry is manifest. The first step in doing this is to note that a natural radial coordinate R is defined by the invariant cross-ratio
where Z ij = Z i − Z j . Since we have only two complex variables, namely X L , X R , there is only one, non-zero, independent cross ratio we can form. Taking
One can easily verify that L ξ R = ξR = 0. Therefore, one can reach every point (X L , X R ), at a certain radius R, by choosing a point (X 0 L , X 0 R ) on the sphere of that radius and acting by a SU(2) transformation with parameters (a, b). Thus, we can parameterize any point (X L , X R ) by a, b (subject to |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1), and the radial coordinate R. Then, the natural remaining invariants are the Cartan 1-forms σ i on the group manifold. As shown in Appendix D, this parameterization of the X L , X R coordinates leads to
where ρ 2 ≡ R 2 − 1. As we shall see below, when writing the line element in this SU(2) parameterization, all the dependence in a, b drops out as a consequence of the invariance of the metric. Also, one can see by explicit calculations of J ± from the potential (73) that
That is, both complex structures, J ± (and therefore the third one), are preserved by the SU(2), which is an important property of Eguchi-Hanson (see Appendix D for more details). To show explicitly that the potential (74) indeed describes this manifold, we compute the metric.
Metric
From the potential (74), and Eqs. (5)- (8), one finds the metric 
Defining r through
and using (82), after some algebra the line element reads
which is the usual Eguchi-Hanson metric (see, e.g., [28] for a review).
5 Taub-NUT
A gauged linear sigma model
Here we present a gauged linear sigma model in terms of semichiral superfields whose lowenergy limit target space is Taub-NUT. Consider a gauged linear sigma model with two copies of semichiral superfields, just as the Eguchi-Hanson case, but with the difference that the isometry acts by translations on one of the pairs, i.e.,
It is known in general that such constructions (where the isometry acts transitively on some fields) lead to ALF (as opposed to ALE) spaces and we claim that performing the semichiral quotient in this way leads to the semichiral description of Taub-NUT. Although integrating out the vector field cannot be done explicitly, by implicit differentiation we could still compute the metric. Instead, we shall study the geometry of the T-dual theory.
T-dual
To perform a T-duality from the worldsheet perspective, one proceeds as according to [20, 29] . We introduce an additional vector multiplet U α , which acts on the second pair and constrain its field strengths to be trivial by Lagrange multipliers Φ, χ, i.e.,
were we have shifted
where we have shifted χ, φ to get rid of the FI parameters s and t, dropped terms that vanish upon integration in superspace (i.e., generalized Kähler transformations) and rescaled the fields appropriately 9 . As we will see in Section 6, this gauged linear sigma model describes a smeared NS5-brane and, therefore, the original theory (88) is a gauged sigma model for Taub-NUT.
NS5-branes
It is well known that under type II string theory T-duality, Taub-NUT is mapped to an NS5-brane. A worldsheet discussion of such relation is given in [30] . There, a gauge theory description of NS5-branes involving a hypermultiplet, a twisted hypermultiplet, and a vector multiplet acting on the former is given and instanton corrections are discussed.
We shall first show that the gauge theory (90), involving semichiral fields, also describes NS5-branes and we shall comment in Section 6.2 on instanton effects.
A gauged linear sigma model
Consider the action
−(ΦV + χṼ + c.c.) .
In the IR limit (e 2 → ∞), the equations of motion for the semichiral vector field arē
For simplicity, we gauge the semis to X L = X R = 1. Solving these equations leads to
Note that α 2 ≥ 1 ensures the reality of R. From here we find
Note that the 1/(α 2 − 1) factor forχχ in (91) is crucial for the potential to satisfy the scaled Laplace equation (54) (although in Section 3 we performed the duality in the other direction, one would expect the same relations to hold). After a trivial rescaling of the fields, the line element is given by
Defining
we finally have
which is the metric for an NS5-brane, smeared along the θ direction.
Comment on instanton corrections
In [30] a gauge theory description of smeared NS5-branes and a worldsheet T-dual description of Taub-NUT was also given. It was argued that worldsheet instanton corrections to the effective action un-smear the NS5-brane, localizing it in the θ direction. (For a recent discussion of this phenomenon in the context of double field theory [31] , see [32] .) In two dimensions, instantons are Nielsen-Olesen vortices, which arise as BPS solutions to an abelian Higgs model contained in the gauge theory. Although our gauge theory construction is quite different (from the N = (2, 2) point of view), the same arguments hold so we expect the same mechanism to be at work. Our construction does not add to the results of [30] , but is consistent with it. This is more easily seen upon reduction of the gauge theory (91) to N = (1, 1). Following [6] , we get (see Appendix C for details) 2, 2, 1) . One can rewrite this in terms of the fields φ ± from Section 4.1 which diagonalize the kinetic terms for the semis. Then, following Tong, we allow only the lowest component of, say, φ + to vary over space and set all other fields to their classical expectation values. This results in an abelian Higgs model with a θ term for the gauge field, whose instanton solutions (in the limit g 2 → 0) are conjectured to contribute to the low-energy effective action, effectively replacing
therefore unsmearing the NS5.
T-dual of Eguchi-Hanson
For completeness, we finally discuss the T-dual of Eguchi-Hanson. We can perform a T-duality before taking the quotient. As before, we introduce an additional semichiral vector multiplet U α which acts only on the second pair X
L,R , and defines
− ΦU + χŨ + c.c. .
the Lagrangian decouples and, gauging all the semis to 1, we have
Thus, integrating out both U α and V α reduces to the case studied for NS5-branes with K 1 = ∆K(−Φ, −χ) , K 2 = ∆K(Φ + t, χ + s) and thereforẽ
with ∆K given in (94). Since the metric is linear in second derivatives of the potentials, we haveK
and similarly for the torsion terms. Again, this potential satisfies the scaled Laplace equationK
in accordance with our results of Section 3. Note that changing the relative position of the mass-points corresponds to rotating the complex structures.
Summary and Conclusions
We have studied a supersymmetric quotient construction by the use of general N = (2, 2) sigma models and the semichiral vector multiplet. We first restricted ourselves to the case in which only semichiral fields are involved. Due to the presence of a b-field in these models, one may naively think that a non-zero H-flux could be induced on the quotient manifold M, even if the original manifold M is hyperkähler. This, however, is prevented by our result of Section 2, asserting that the quotient of a hyperkähler manifold is hyperkähler, as in the usual hyperkähler quotient. Furthermore, the value of the anticommutator of the complex structures is preserved under the studied quotient. Thus, although the quotient manifold in general does have a b-field, its field strength H = db vanishes. Nonetheless, the quotient provides a powerful method for constructing generalized potentials for hyperkähler manifolds, of which few explicit examples are known. We gave two examples of well-known hyperkähler manifolds, namely Eguchi-Hanson and Taub-NUT. We also used the SVM to perform T-duality transformations, giving a new N = (2, 2) gauged linear sigma model description of (smeared) NS5-branes involving semichiral, chiral, and twistedchiral superfields. This description is consistent with previous ones in that it contains an abelian Higgs model whose instanton solutions unsmear the NS5. We have also clarified and extended some previous results on the duality relation of these semichiral models with N = (4, 4) models for chiral/twisted-chiral fields. We showed that the T-dual of an N = (4, 4) model for chiral/twisted-chiral fields, may or may not describe a hyperkähler manifold, depending on the character of the isometry along which the duality is performed. If the isometry is translational, the dual manifold is hyperkhäler. For a general isometry, however, the dual manifold is in general not hyperkähler, even if the N = (4, 4) SUSY is preserved. This, for instance, is the case of the SU(2) × U(1) WZW model which was briefly discussed.
We also commented on more general quotients that can lead to manifolds with torsion, noting that this requires the presence of more than one type of N = (2, 2) field and gave an example involving a chiral and a pair of semichiral fields. A more thorough analysis of such general quotients remains open.
A Semichiral Quotient
Here we give the necessary elements and sketch the proof of (27) . As mentioned in the text, the requirement {J + , J − } = c I implies the set of equations
We define the potentialK bŷ
from where the standard relation of second derivativeŝ
follows, where µ = (i, i ′ ,ī,ī ′ ) labels the 4N coordinates. From now on we suppress obvious indices, writing (L, R) = (l, r, α). Capital letters refer to the manifold M, while lower-case are coordinates onM and α labels coordinates which are gauged away. We decompose the relevant matrices as 
(and similarly for C RR ). The inverse matrices are given by
RL ) t and wherê
(Here we have changed the notation slightly to meanK
). Similarly, we also havê
By rather straightforward (albeit tedious) algebraic manipulations, one can show that (107) and (108) lead to
which is equivalent to the statement that
as we wanted to prove.
B T-duality
Here we give some of the details leading to (53) and (56). Writing the Legendre transform (51) as
where we defined
we find the standard relation of second derivatives
Explicitly inverting the general 3 × 3 matrix F αβ and using these relations in the definition (10), one finds
The important point now is that the Laplace equation (F φφ + F χχ = 0) translates into
which is a direct consequence of how the gauging was performed in (50) (i.e., the charges of the fields). Using (122) in (121) finally leads to c = −2 cos(2θ) .
To prove (56) it is more convenient to redefine the fields so that the Killing vector acts by translations. Note that this is allowed due to the chirality properties of the components of the Killing vector. This, of course, does not preserve the form of the Laplace equation, but instead turns into To reduce to N = (1, 1) (here we follow mostly [6, 7, 16] ), one decomposes the N = (2, 2) gauge covariant superderivatives into their real and imaginary part, namely
Here D ± are N = (1, 1) derivatives, which satisfy the algebra
where D ±± is the gauge-covariant space derivative and Q ± generate the non-manifest supersymmetries. We perform the reduction of the matter fields X L , X R in the covariant approach. That is, we defineX
so that there are no factors e V anywhere. For instance,X RXR = X † R e −iṼ e −V L e iV X R = X R e V R X R and the Lagrangian is simply (dropping the hats)
Next, one imposes the fields to be gauge-covariantly semichiral and defines components with gauge-covariant Q ± 's, i.e.,
The reduction of the semichiral vector multiplet is given by
from where
From the definitions F = i{∇ + ,∇ − } andF = i{∇ + , ∇ − }, one can solve for the commutation relations
where the upper(lower) sign is chosen for positive(negative) charge. These are used repeatedly when reducing the matter fields, and the appropriate sign must be chosen depending on the charge of the field it acts on. Note that f is the usual field strength which, in two dimensions, is a total derivative giving the topological charge.
D SU (2) symmetry
As described in the text, the action (59) is invariant under the global SU(2) transformations which rotate (X (1) , X (2) ) and the cross-ratio (81) is a natural radial coordinate. At a fixed radius R, we can reach any point by a finite SU(2) transformation from a single point X 0 L , X 0 R . We take X 0 L = 0 and X 0 R = √ R 2 − 1. Thus, by acting with a finite SU(2) transformation, an arbitrary point is parameterized as
where we have defined ρ 2 ≡ R 2 − 1. By means of this identification, the natural remaining invariants are given by the Cartan 1-forms on the group manifold. Consider a group element g of SU (2),
The (real) invariant 1-forms σ i are defined by
In the parameterization (134), we have 
The constraint |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1 ensures the reality of σ 3 . From (133) and (136) we find
These are the expressions which allow us to rewrite the Eguchi-Hanson metric in an explicitly SU(2)-invariant form. Another well-known property of Eguchi-Hanson is that its complex structures are preserved by the SU(2) (in the Taub-NUT case they form a triplet). The Lie derivative along ξ of a (1, 1) tensor such as a complex structure is given by
The equations from L ξ J + = 0 read
and similarly for J − , exchanging R by L. We verified that these equations are satisfied by explicit calculations from the potential (73).
